SUMMARY OF THE MANIFESTO
What will be done

Detail

Further detail

Entrepreneurship
Competition

Students spend more
than £100,000 in
University Tuition fees &
accommodation.

Manchester has a
birthplace vibrant history
in the industrial revolution
and been a birthplace for
various emerging markets,
it is only fair to say that
the university should
therefore support
students’ business ideas.

It is only fair to say the
University should invest
back in students’
innovative ideas.

PS4, Pool Table,
Netflix in the
Union

Engagement at the Union
is very low such that the
majority of students do
not even know it exits.
social activities should be
present in the Union as it
is the only place meant
for students

The union will once again
be fun place for students
to;
Hang around, relax and
get relief university.
Have fun, meet people.

More freedom to
study

Freedom to pick any
modules regardless of
faculty

Once again students
invest thousands of
pounds getting a degree
with modules they would
never use.
Students should have;

Visual Example

Example
Jeremiah an engineer in this case had a pitched his
final year project invention to build a device that
would reduce carbon emission by 30%.
The university decided to invest £100,000 in his idea
with a 20% share hold.

Tom studies Accounting and finance but has interest
in filming, he therefore decided to take pick film art
as one of his modules.

A freedom to personalise
Interest.
Learn skills relevant to
their career path.

Full time Support
Officers

20 full time support tutors

The MMU app will be
rebuilt with a high quality
Students will be able to;
Visit support officers at
any time.
Text support tutors on a
much enhanced MMU
app.

Jane Studies Computer Programming, in this case she
has been struggling with particular aspects of calculus
relevant to work on his Programming coursework

MENTAL HEALTH;
University still does not understand the amount of mental struggle students go through while at university when they are given work without
assistance without any assistance at all.
There will be more than 20 support offices whose job will be only to assist students through one to one tutoring through the day and live video
chat in the evening.
The MMU app will be renovated to have better UX interface similar to that of Instagram and will include options such as live chat with tutors were
students would send.

ENTREPRENEURIAL FUNDING FOR STUDENTS BUSINESS:
Students pay more than £100,000 on tuition fees & food, the university promising a better life for a student after university will now be obligated
to invest back at least 20% of a student’s business if it as potential to prosper.
The university will benefit in the invest by buying shares from the business while kick-starting a student’s business. If the business fails the
university does not have much to lose as this was only 20% of student’s tuition fees. And also, it is important to acknowledge that it is a key role
for university to provide the opportunities as they can to students.
The university on the hand has an obligation to better student lives after university.

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE TO STUDY ANY MODULES REGARDLESS OF FACULTY:
Rather than just grades a degree should give much more detailed profiles about students.
Personality and experience and modules they studies would help persuade a student interests to branch in various disciplinary fields.
This program will mean students who come to university would have the option not be enrolled in a specific course but rather will have more
freedom to choose whatever modules they prefer to study regardless of the department.
Furthermore, students will determine how many modules and how long their study should take.
As shown above, john will be able to perusal his music careers while still doing accountant
An engineering student with passion in music and art can still do engineering while taking music on the side.
An accounting student with passion in acting who would take core practical modules in accounting while exploring while still exploring his/her in
theatre acting.
Rank the university: I will push for an increase in sports, theatre and other for the university to take part
Renovation of the MMU Union, the MMU Union will be a centre for all special elegant events that take place in Manchester, by renovating the
design of the union, it will attract fashion designers, artists and other business to easily connect with the university, this mean more opportunities
will be presented to students who study similar programs.
An engineer on the engineering behind the an even, an accountant will calculate how much predicted revenue and so on
Renovating of the Union: The union will now include;0th floor: The ground floor will have modern living room style with a huge 4k TV with Netflix
on.
The ground will include a new type technology from which just by walking on the ground, energy will be converted into electric, together with the
rooftops being.

1st floor Music, design and photographic studio A live musical, video and photographic studio with 4k modern video cameras for better quality on
the 2nd floor available for students to book them.
A modern architecture. A gallery of various sorts of work done by students, robots, photography, crafts etc.

